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Gaussian measures on some non-Banach spaces of measurable functions are 
investigated. The main result is that every Gaussian measure on a separable Orlicz 
space L, is an extension of the canonical cylindrical Gaussian distribution on the 
RKHS. As an application we obtain some results concerning the support of 
Gaussian measures on Lg as well as the law of the iterated logarithm for sequences 
of i.i.d. Gaussian random elements with values in L,. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let (B, B(B), .P) be a real separable Banach space with a mean-zero 
Gaussian measure p defined on the Bore1 o-algebra $3(B). It is well known 
that for these spaces the measure p can be obtained as a o-extension of the 
canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure pLH concentrated on a separable 
Hilbert space H, such that 
B”cH*=H P P t B. 
The embedding of H, into B is a continuous linear injection, and each 
continuous linear functional on B restricted to the space HP is continuous 
on H,. Furthermore the measure p is concentrated on the closure of H, in 
the norm of B. 
The above problem for separable Banach spaces was considered by 
many authors: L. Gross [lo], J. Kuelbs [17], H. Sato [27], B. Rajput 
[24]. In 1976 the above results were generalized to locally convex 
Hausdorff real vector spaces by Ch. Bore11 [2]. 
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It is worth pointing out that the techniques used for the proofs of these 
results heavily depend on various properties of locally convex vector 
spaces. And of course the dual space of continuous linear functionals plays 
here an important role. However, there are metric linear spaces, natural 
from the point of view of probability theory, having no non-trivial con- 
tinuous linear functionals. The best-known examples are the space L,, of all 
measurable functions defined on [O, 11, with Lebesque measure m, 
endowed with the topology of convergence in measure; or L,[O, 11, 
O<p<l. 
The main theme of this paper is to give the above description of 
Gaussian measures on some function spaces which are not necessarily 
Banach spaces, like Orlicz spaces L, for different 4. 
Let us recall that for every Gaussian random element X with values in 
C[O, l] (separable Banach space in the sup norm) there corresponds a 
Gaussian stochastic process with sample paths in this space. This 
correspondence is easy to establish by taking the evaluation x + x(t). And 
conversely Gaussian stochastic processes with sample paths in C[O, l] can 
be considered as random elements with values in C[O, I] (endowed with 
its Bore1 a-held). It turns out that the correspondence between Gaussian 
processes with sample paths in a linear function space and Gaussian ran- 
dom elements with values in this space is true for a wide class of spaces. It 
was proved by Rajput for L,; p 2 1 in 1972 [23] and in 1976 generalized 
to Orlicz spaces L, by Byczkowski [3]. 
The problem of the correspondence between measures on L, and 
measurable stochastic processes with sample paths in L, is closely related 
to the problem of the existence of sufficiently many quasi-additive 
measurable functionals (q.m.f.) on L, (Definition 1.1). In 1978 Byczkowski 
[6] proved that for any separable Orlicz space L, and any non-degenerate 
probability measure ,u defined on (L,, .B(L,)) there exist sufficiently many 
q.m.f., i.e., that they generate o-algebra C49(Lo) (mod p). In a space without 
sufficiently many continuous linear functionals these q.m.f. provide some 
analogue of the dual space of a vector space-with-measure (Ld, B(L,), p). 
This substitute will be denoted by (Lb),*. It turns out that we can define a 
Gaussian measure on L, in terms of q.m.f. 
In the case when L, is an Orlicz space of real-valued, measurable 
functions defined on the real line with Lebesgue measure we can show that 
each symmetric, non-degenerate, Gaussian measure is the o-extension of 
the canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure pLH concentrated on a separable 
Hilbert space H,, such that the canonical injection of H, into L, is con- 
tinuous. The proof of these results is based on the correspondence between 
Gaussian measures and Gaussian stochastic processes with sample paths in 
L, and on the construction of the canonical measurable stochastic process 
in the sense of K. It6 (1968) [12,13]. 
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In spaces L, the canonical measurable stochastic processes play an 
important role. The elements of L, are classes of m a.e. equivalent functions 
and because of this the evaluation x(t) at a point t is not defined. We over- 
come this problem in L, spaces by considering the canonical measurable 
stochastic processes. In the space L, the canonical, measurable process 
plays the same role as the evaluations rc, in the space C(T). 
I. QUASI-ADDITIVE MEASURABLE FUNCTIONALS 
Let us denote by (X, k-, p) a measurable linear space with complete O- 
algebra Y in a probability measure p and by (R, S?) the real line with 
Bore1 a-algebra of subsets. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A measurable mapping F from (X, Y-, p) into 
(R, g(R)) is a quasi-additive measurable functional (q.m.f.) if 
F(x f Y) = I;(x) I!I F(y), p x p a.e. 
Natural examples of such functionals are constructed in Section III by 
means of measurable stochastic processes. 
1.2. Remark. Let us observe that each finite linear combination of 
q.m.f. is a q.m.f. Let F be a q.m.f. From now on, unless stated otherwise, we 
identify F with the equivalence class of measurable functions equal to F 
p a.e., and by X: we denote the space of all q.m.f. with topology generated 
by convergence in measure. The space X,* is a linear space with the 
ordinary operations of addition and scalar multiplication. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. X, is a metric complete space; separable when p is a 
separable measure. 
ProoJ: Let 
IF(x) - G(x)1 
‘(” G, = Jx 1+ IF(x) - G(x)1 
p(dx) 
be a metric which determines convergence in measure. 
Let (F,,) be a Cauchy sequence with respect to the convergence in 
measure of q.m.f. We will construct q.m.f. F such that F, will be convergent 
to F. Without loss of generality we can assume that (F,,) is Cauchy ,U a.e. 
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Let 
N,= {x: (F,(x)-F,,,(x)1 +O, whenn,m-+ co} 
N, = UX? Y): FAX iI Y) z F,(x) f Fn‘,(Y)l for each 
natural number n 
N=N,xXuXxN,u (j N,. 
n=l 
The set N belongs to y x 5 and p x p(N) = 0. If (x, y) # N, then x, y 4 No 
and for each n (x, y) 4 N,, then 
P-,(x XL Y) - Frnb f Y)l G IF,(x) - F,(x)1 + IF,(Y) - f-m(Y)l. 
This implies that x + y # N,, therefore 
I 0 F(x) = for XEN~ lim I;‘,(x) for x$No n 
is a measurable quasi-additive functional, because 
Separability of the space follows from the theorem 16.3, p. 30 [25]. 
1.4. DEFINITION. A random element Y on (X, r) is a Gaussian random 
element if for each arbitrary independent random elements Y,, Yz with the 
same distribution as Y-the random elements Yr + Y,, Y, - Y, are 
independent. A probability measure p defined on a measurable linear space 
(X, y) is a Gaussian measure if p is the distribution of a Gaussian random 
element Y. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let (X, Y, p) be a measurable linear space with Gaussian 
measure p; then each quasi-additive measurable functional F has a Gaussian 
distribution. When p is a symmetric measure, then F has a symmetric dis- 
tribution. 
Proof: Let (a, Z, P)= (XxX, yxr, pxp), and let Yl(o)= 
Yl((X, Y)) =x9 Y2(o) = Y2((x, y)) = y. Then Y,, Y, are independent 
Gaussian random elements with the same distribution p, and by the 
Definition 1.4 random elements Y, + Y,, Y, - Y2 are independent. For an 
arbitrary q.m.f. F, F( Y,), F( Y2), F( Y1 -t Y,), F( Y, - Y,) are random 
variables. The independence and identical distribution of random elements 
Y,, Y, imply the independence and identical distribution of random 
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variables F( Y,), F( Y,), and similarly the independence of the random 
elements Y, + Y,, Y, - Y, implies the independence of the random 
variables F( Y, + Y,), F( Y, - Y,). From 
F(Y, + Y,)=F(Y,)+F(Y,), pxp a.e. 
F(Y, - Y,)=F(Y,)-F(Yd, p x p a.e. 
it follows that the quasi-additive measurable functional F has a Gaussian 
distribution ([ 193). 
1.6. THEOREM. Let (X, .T-, p) be a measurable linear space with 
a-algebra completed in a symmetric Gaussian measure p. If a family 
(I;, : T E r> of quasi-additive measurable functionals generates 5, then 
lin(F,:rEr)=Xz 
where the closure of lin { F, : z E r} is taken with respect to convergence in 
measure. 
Proof It suffices to show that 
Let us observe that 
z(r) = lin( L2(p’, 
Suppose that there exists a q.m.f. F0 such that F,E A’: and F,, 4 Y(T). 
From Lemma 1.5 it follows that X, t L&) = L2(X, Y, u). Since 2’(r) is a 
closed linear subspace contained in L&A), there exists an orthogonal pro- 
jection on this subspace: P(G) = Proj,&G). From the assumption it 
follows that F, - P(F,) is a non-degenerate Gaussian random variable, 
which is independent of ,T and measurable with respect of y. Contradic- 
tion. 
1.7. COROLLARY. Zf X= R”, and u is a symmetric Gaussian measure, 
non-degenerate (i.e., a measure which vanishes on each proper subspace), then 
each quasi-additive measurable functional equals p a.e. to some continuous 
linear functional. 
1.8. COROLLARY. Zf X is a separable Banach space, and p is a symmetric 
Gaussian measure, then each q.m.f is a.e. a limit in measure p of a sequence 
of continuous linear functionals. 
1.9. COROLLARY. If X = I,, 0 < p < 1, and p is a symmetric Gaussian 
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measure, then each q.m.$ is a.e. a limit in a measure p of continuous linear 
functionals. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.6, the fact that in this space the 
a-algebra of Bore1 subsets is generated by continuous linear functionals. 
II. GAUSSIAN MEASURFS ON ORLICZ SPACES 
Let (T, 9, m) be an arbitrary o-finite measure space with o-algebra 9. 
Let S be the space of equivalence classes of all real-valued 9 measurable 
functions with convergence in measure m. Let So be the subset of S con- 
sisting of elements equivalent to functions of the form l,, where E E 9, 
m(E) < co. In the sequel we always assume that So is separable with respect 
to the topology induced from S. Let L,=L,(m) be the closed linear sub- 
space in S generated by So. 
By 4 let us denote a continuous, non-negative, non-decreasing function 
defined for u>O such that b(u) = 0 if and only if u=O. We assume 
additionally that the function d(u) satisfies the so-called condition (A*), i.e., 
there is a positive constant k such that for every u 
For x E S, let us put 
4P4) G W(u). 
and let L, be the set of all x E S such that R,(ax) < co for some positive 
constant a. The set L, is a linear space under the usual addition and scalar 
multiplication. Moreover, it becomes a complete metric linear space under 
the (usually non-homogeneous) seminorm 11*1( Q :
llxllr=inf{c: c>O, R4(c-‘x)<c}. 
The spa= (Ld f II 4 ) is called an Orlicz space. 
2.1. Remark. Let us observe that L, c Lo for every CJ~ (L, is a separable 
space) and L, is a Bore1 subset of Lo (endowed with the Bore1 a-field 
induced by the topology of the convergence in measure m). If we denote by 
B(L,), W(L,) the Bore1 o-algebras in L,, L,, respectively, then 
9q L,) = L, n SI(L,). 
The best-known examples of the Orlicz spaces are: 
(1) If d(u) = u/( 1 + u), T = [0, 1 ] and m is Lebesgue measure on f, 
the algebra of all Lebesgue measurable sets, then L, = L,[O, 11. 
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(2) If b(u) E up, 0 < p < co, and T= [0, 11 with m Lebesgue measure 
on 9 the a-algebra of all Lebesgue measurable sets, then L, = L,[O, 11. 
2.2. Remark. Let c = {t(t): t E T} be a measurable stochastic process 
defined on a probability space (52, Z, P), such that t( ., o) E L, a.e. w. Let 
E Q + L, be defined as follows: 
Since p has a separable range [S] it is a random element with values in L,. 
The probability distribution of f will be denoted by pc and called the 
measure induced by the process 5. 
For the sake of brevity and convenience we use throughout this paper 
the following terminology, somewhat different from the classical one. 
2.3. DEFINITION. A stochastic process < = {g(t): t E T} is called 
Gaussian if there is a measurable subset To, m( To) = 0 such that for every 
t1 ,..., tk~ T\T,,,(r(t,),..., <(tk)) is a Gaussian random vector. 
2.4. Remark. Let p be a Gaussian measure on a separable Orlicz space 
(L,, SS(L,)). Then there exists a measurable Gaussian stochastic process 5 
on TX Q, (Q, Z, P) = (L,, 9#(L,), p) inducing measure p 151. Let O(t) = 
Et(t), K(s, t) = E(<(s) - O(s))(((t) - e(t)), then 8 EL, and (for the diagonal 
of K) K112 E L, [S]. In [S] it was shown that for each probability measure 
p on (L,, B(L,)) can be constructed a measurable stochastic process 5 = 
(t(t): t E T} with sample paths in L, such that r(x) = x p a.e.; the induced 
measure pLe equals p and for every pair (s, U) of real numbers 
at, .sx f UY) = sat, x) 4 46 Y), m x p x p a.e. (*I 
From [S] it follows that if r = {t(t): t E T} is a measurable stochastic 
process which satisfies (* ), inducing measure p on a separable Orlicz space 
(L,, S?(L,)) and T,, E 9 is an arbitrary subset, m( T,,) = 0, then there exists 
a countable family {t(ti): tie flT,} of quasi-additive measurable 
functionals obtained from the process 5 which generates the a-algebra 
.SY(L,) (mod p) and separates points (mod p) (i.e., there exists NE B(L,), 
p(N) = 0 such that the family { 5(ti): ti E ZjT,} separates points of L, n N’ 
and (restricted to L,\N) generates NC n B(L,) in W n L,). 
Let ri be some measurable stochastic processes with sample paths in L,, 
i = 1,2, and let pi denote the measures induced by ti on L,, i = 1,2. Then 
pi = p2 iff there is a T,, E 9, m(T,) = 0 such that the corresponding finite 
dimensional distributions of e, and t2 based on points r\T, are equal [ 31. 
Let < = (t(t): t E T} be an arbitrary stochastic process of the second 
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order. By H,(r) we will denote the subspace of L,(Q, Z, P) generated by 
the set of random variables {l(t): TV S}. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Zf p is a non-degenerate Gaussian measure on 
(L,, g(L,)), then the space (Lb),* is a non-trivial closed linear subspace of 
L,(L,, W&d, ~1. Let 5 = {c;(t): t E: T) b e an arbitrary measurable stochastic 
process defined on (a, z, P) = (L4, W(L,), u), inducing the measure p, such 
that t(x) =x p a.e., 
5(t, x * Y) = at, x) + 84 Y), m x u x u a.e., 
then there exists a measurable subset T,, m( T,,) = 0 such that 
~7&) = u&T. 
Proof: Let c = (g(t): t E T} be a stochastic process as in the assumption 
of the proposition. Then there exists a measurable subset T,, m( To) = 0, a 
measurable subset N, p(N) =O, and a countable family {((ti): t,E Z’JT,,} of 
q.m.f. defined on L, which generates a-algebra &f(L,) (mod p), and 
separates points of L, n N’ (Remark 2.4). Since the measure p is non- 
degenerate then the space (L,),* is non-trivial. By Theorem 1.6 and the fact 
that convergences in measure and in L,(p) are equivalent for Gaussian ran- 
dom variables it follows that (L,),* is a closed linear subspace of 
L2(Ld, g&d, PL) and 
H,,(t) = lin(&t): t E I”\T,}” = (Lb),*. 
2.6. COROLLARY. In the case when (L,, 98(L,), u) is a separable Banach 
space and p is a Gaussian measure, 4 = {t(t): t E T} is a measurable 
stochastic process such as in Proposition 2.5, then 
f&&3 = P - w,)* 
for some measurable subset T,, m( To) = 0, where (Lo)* is the adjoint space. 
In Banach spaces the usual definition of a Gaussian measure is given in 
terms of the continuous linear functionals; p is a Gaussian measure on a 
separable real Banach space (E, B(E)) if and only if each continuous linear 
functional on E is a Gaussian real random variable, and this definition for 
a Banach space is equivalent to the Definition 1.4. In spaces without suf- 
ficiently many continuous linear functionals we substitute the adjoint space 
of a vector space by a space defined as follows. 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let (X, g(X), p) be a measurable real vector space 
with a probability measure p. The space X,* of all q.m.f. is called the dual 
space of a vector space-with-measure (X, a(X), p). 
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Using this modified notion we can prove a similar characterization of 
Gaussian measures on separable Orlicz spaces in terms of quasi-additive 
measurable functionals. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let (L,, 98(Lm), ,a) be a separable Orlicz space with a 
probability measure ,a and the dual space (L,);r’. Then p is a Gaussian 
measure if and only if every q.m,$ F is a Gaussian real-valued random 
variable. 
Prooj If p is a Gaussian measure on (L,, a’( LB)), then by Lemma 1.4 
every q.m.f. F is a Gaussian real-valued random variable. 
Let /X be an arbitrary measure on (L,, k@(L+)) and let us assume that 
each q.m.f. F is Gaussian distributed. From Remark 2.4 it follows that there 
exists a measurable stochastic process &j = (t(t): t E T} defined on 
(L,, PJ(L,), p) such that t(x) =x p a.e. and there exists a measurable sub- 
set T,, m( T,) = 0 such that {t(t): t E TjT,, j is a family of q.m.f. By 
Remark 1.2 and the assumption, any finite dimensional vector 
(<(t,) ,..,, ljt,)), {t, ,..., t,} c r\T, is Gaussian distributed and 
Definition 2.3 implies that the measure p is Gaussian. 
By Remark 2.4 it follows that for any probability measure p defined on 
(L,, &?(L,)) there corresponds a measurable stochastic process 5 = {t(t): 
t E T} with almost all sample paths in L,, inducing measure p, i.e., t(x) =x 
p a.e. Consider the case where T is the real line R, 9 = B(R) and m is 
Lebesgue measure; for a class of measurable stochastic processes with sam- 
ple paths in L, inducing measure p, there is one “nice” stochastic process, 
5 = {t(t): t E T}, called the canonical measurable stochastic process, which is 
of special interest to us. The advantage of using this process lies in the fact 
that for each equivalence class x E L +, l(x) E x and if x is a continuous 
function then r(x) =x. The construction of the canonical measurable 
stochastic process 5 = {t(t): t E T} was given by It8 in 1968 in [12, 131. 
The main tool used by It8 was the Lebesgue Density Theorem [26], which 
says that each measurable, real-valued function defined on the real line T 
with Lebesgue measure m is almost everywhere continuous in the density 
topology d [20,26]. By taking the approximate limit (limit in the density 
topology) of elements of L, (in which elements are classes of equivalent m 
a.e. functions) Itch obtained a selector of Lo of “nice functions” on T, the 
canonical measurable function on T. So for a given measurable stochastic 
process 5 = {t(t): t E T} the canonical modification is obtained by means of 
the regularization of the sample paths 
i 
lim ((s, W) if this limit exists 
[(t, w) = Sd’ 
undefined if otherwise. 
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It6 proved [ 131 that when a stochastic process is defined on a standard 
Bore1 space the canonical modification of it is a measurable stochastic 
process. 
2.9. Remark. Let us assume that (Q, C, P) = (L,, 9(&), p). Let < be a 
function defined on (L,, g(L,), p) as follows: t(x) = x”, i.e., 
lim x(s) if this limit exists and is finite 
x”(t)= sar 
i undefined otherwise. 
The value of r(x) at time t E T if it is defined will be denoted by <(t, x). 
Since (L,, W(L,), p) is a standard Bore1 space, then by Ito’s theorem and 
Remark 2.1 {t(t): t E T} is a canonical measurable stochastic process such 
that for each equivalence class x E L,, <( *, x) E X, the distribution pLc of the 
random element F equals p, and Fubini’s theorem implies that for almost 
all t, <(t, x + y) = <(t, x) + Qt, y), p x p a.e. If the probability measure p is 
Gaussian then the stochastic process {t(t): t E T} is a Gaussian process, 
this follows from the Definition 2.3 and Lemma 1.5. 
To the end of this paper we will reserve the symbol 5 for the canonical 
measurable random function defined on (L,, B(L,), p) by T(x) = x’, and 
we will denote by {t(t): T E T} the canonical measurable stochastic process 
obtained from it. 
III. GAUSSIAN MEASURES ON ORLICZ SPACES 
AND ABSTRACT WIENER SPACES 
As before, let (T, F-, m) be an arbitrary a-finite measure space with a O- 
algebra 9 and v] = {q(t): t E T} a mean-zero stochastic process of the 
second order with the covariance function 
K:TxT+R, K(t, s) = J%(t) q(s). 
Let us denote by R(K) the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) 
of K. The space R(K) can be identified [ 1,221 with the space of real 
measurable functions on T satisfying 
K(., t) E R(K) for each t E T 
CL a.> t)) =f(t) for each f E R(K) and t E T, 
which implies 
If(t)1 =I<f, K(*, t)>l 6 Kf>“*w(~, th a.3 w* 
= llfll K(t, tP2. 
(3-l ) 
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The space R(K) is isometrically isomorphic to H(q) by the maps /1,, /1, ’ 
defined as follows. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let n = (n(t): t E T} he a mean-zero Gaussian measurable 
stochastic process with sample paths in a separable Orlicz space L,, then the 
RKHS R(K) corresponding to it can be continuously embedded into L,. Let 
us denote this embedding by I,,. Then for each f E R(K), I,,( f ) = [f ] E L,, 
where [ ] denotes the class of functions equivalent to ,f m a.e. 
Proof Since q = (r(t): t E T} is a mean-zero Gaussian measurable 
stochastic process with sample paths in a separable Orlicz space L,, then 
by Remark 2.4 K(t, t)li2 E L,. 
Let f E R(K), then there exists a Cauchy sequence {f,} c R(K) con- 
vergent tofin the norm I(.)( = (.;) li2. Therefore for each t, fn(t) + f (t) 
(from (3.1)). Since 11 f, - f,J + 0 as n, m -+ 0, there exists N such that for 
eachn,m>N, /If,-f,ll<l. Forn,m>N 
If,(t) -f,(t)1 G If,, -fmll K1’*k t). 
Because the sequence If,(t) - f,(t)1 is bounded by a function from L, and 
4 is non-decreasing, then by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem {f,} is a Cauchy sequence in L,. Let [g] be a limit of {f,> in 
L,, then g(t) = f(t) m a.e., which proves that IVf E L,. 
3.2. COROLLARY. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that the space H(n) can be 
continuously embedded into L, via I,, A,,. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let (X, B(X), ,u) be a measurable real vector space 
with probability measure ,u and the dual space X,*. A cylinder set in X is a 
set C of the form 
C= {xEX: (F,(x) ,..., F,(x))eA}, 
where F,, F, ,..., F,, are in Xz and A is a Bore1 set in the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space R”. By U(X) let us denote the family of all cylinder sets in 
X. A non-negative set function v defined on W(X) is a cylinder set measure if 
v(X) = 1 and if it is countably additive when restricted to the o-algebra 
generated by an arbitrary but fixed system (F, ,..., F,). 
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The above definition is slightly different from the usual one. In case a 
measurable real vector space admits sufficiently many continuous linear 
functionals we will use the traditional terminology, i.e., instead of taking 
q.m.f. we will take continuous linear functionals. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let H be a real Hilbert space and V(H) the family of 
all cylinder sets in H. The canonical cylindrical Gaussian distribution pH of 
H is a finitely additive non-negative set function on (H, V(H)) such that 
p”({x~H: X*(X)+X))= 
J&x*,, l exp -2;i*,,zdu 
for any x* E H* and real number a, where 1). 11 is the norm in H*. 
From now on it will be assumed that T is the real line, 9 its Bore1 B- 
algebra and m Lebesgue measure. 
3.5. Remark. Let (L,, a(&), p) be a separable Orlicz space with a 
mean-zero Gaussian measure p, Bore1 a-algebra B(L,) completed in p and 
the dual space (L+)z of quasi-additive measurable functionals. Let K be the 
convariance function of the canonical stochastic process 5 = (t(t): t E T}, 
inducing the measure ~1 (see 2.9). Let us recall that by Proposition 2.5, 
Lemma 3.1, 
(&I,* s &,,(5) = H(5) = R(K) - L, 
for some measurable subset TO, m(To) = 0, and that the isometric 
isomorphism between H(r) and R(K) is given by the formula 
A,(F)(.) = j l(*, x) F(x) i4dx) for FEH(~) 
and embedding I, of R(K) into L, by 
w-) = II-1 for f~ R(K) 
where [f] denotes the equivalence class off: From this and Lemma 3.1, it 
follows that we can embed continuously the space (L$)z into L, by 
‘4 = ItA, 
AF= f Ct.9 
[ 
xl F(x) Adx) 1 . 
Let q = (q(t): t E T} be another measurable stochastic process with sam- 
ple paths in L, inducing measure CL. Then by Remark 2.4 there exists a 
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measurable subset T1, m( T,) = 0, such that the finite dimensional dis- 
tributions of the vectors 
for any subset (t, ,..., tn} c T\T, are identical, which implies that 
AF= I,A,F=I,A,F for any FE (L,),*, 
which proves that the embedding A does not depend on the version of the 
stochastic process. 
For convenience we will denote by j c(., x) F(x) I either the 
function of t or the corresponding equivalence class in L,. 
Now we are ready to state the main theorem. 
3.6. THEOREM. Let (L,, &J(L,), u) b e a separable Orlicz space with a 
mean-zero, non-degenerate Gaussian measure p, Bore1 u-algebra %Y(L,) com- 
pleted in u and the dual space (L,),* of quasi-additive measurable functionals. 
Then 
(a) The space (L,): can be continuously embedded by A into L,. 
(b) The map A is linear and injective. 
(c) If we define the inner product in the range (A) = H, by 
(AC AG) = (F, G)wi, then the space (HP, 11.1/), 11*11 = (., . )“2 is a 
separable Hilbert space isometrically isomorphic with (L+),* . The canonical 
injection 0 of (H,, 11*11) into L, is continuous. 
(d) In the case when L, is a separable Banach space, then for each 
q.m.f FE (L,),* , AF = SF, where SF = j xF(x) p( dx) is the Bochner integral. 
(e ) In the case when the canonical stochastic process c = {t(t): t E T} 
is stochastically continuous then the measure p is the o-extension of the 
canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure un of H, . 
( f ) In the case when 
(1) L, is a separable Banach space or 
(2) the canonical stochastic process 5 = {t(t): t E T} is 
stochastically continuous then each q.m.$ restricted to HP is a continuous 
linear functional on HP, and each continuous linear functional on H, can be 
uniquely extended to a q.m.f on L,, so: 
(L,),* c H,* = HP t L, 
rf G E (LB); then II WI &,) =sup{ IG(AF)I: AFE H,, )IAF(I ,< l}. 
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(g) Zf { AEk} is a complete orthonormal sequence for H, then 
lim x- i EJx) AEk 
N-CO II k=l I/ 
=o 
4 
with ,u measure one. 
(h) IfA4 is the closure of HP in L,, then p(M)= 1. 
(i) IfBis the unit ball of H,, then 8B is a closed compact subset of L, 
contained in the closed ball of radius llK1’*(t, t)ll LI centered at the origin. 
Proof (a) It follows from Remark 3.5. 
(b) It is obvious that the map A is linear, we show injectivity. Let us 
assume that AF=O m a.e. There exists a measurable subset T,, m(T,) =0 
such that j [(e, x) F(x) p(dx)=O on flT,, {t(t): t E T\T,} is a family of 
q.m.f. and H,, (5) = (Lb),*. Therefore F = L*(p) - lim C a,<( ti), where 
ti E fiTO. From the continuity of the inner product F = 0 p a.e. 
(c) It is evident that (H,, ~~~~~ ) is isometrically isomorphic to (L,),* via A. 
Propositions 1.3 and 2.5 and Remark 2.4 imply separability and com- 
pleteness of the space HP. Let {h, } c HP be a sequence converging to zero 
in H,. This implies (by the definition of the inner product in HP) the con- 
vergence of ,4 - ‘h, to zero in (L,): . Then 
Ih( = j Ht> x) ~-‘h,(x) ,4dx) = I (Kt.7 t), 4M -‘M)l 
dK”*(t, t)llAe(A-‘h,)ll = Kl’*(t, t)llA-‘h,,ll 
for almost every t E T. Since K”*(t, t) E L, and IlA-‘h,ll = Ilh,,jl then by the 
Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem we conclude that h, converges 
to zero in L,, proving the continuity of the canonical injection 8. Therefore 
by Theorem 3.9 of [21] H, is a Bore1 subset of L,. 
(d) Let L, be a separable Banach space, then for each q.m.f. F there 
exists SF [25], and by the definition of the Bochner integral, SF is a limit 
in L, of the integrals of the sample functions 
Then 
x,,(x) = 2 xl F(x;) lA;(x). 
i=l 
s x,@)/4dx)= 2 t(t,xl)F(xl)/4W= fn(t) m a.e. i= 1 
There exists a subsequence {n’} such that f,,(t) is convergent m a.e. to 
f(t)E SF. This implies that for almost every t the integral 
5 5(t, xl F(x) Ad x exists and equals f(t), which proves that AF= SF. ) 
683/19/l-12 
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(e) In the case when the canonical stochastic process 5 = {r(t): t E T) is 
stochastically continuous the corresponding reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space R(K) consists of continuous functions [I]. Then by the definition of 
A and properties of the approximate limit it follows that for each q.m.f. F 
and each t E T 
5(t, AF) = j 5(t, x) F(x) Adx) = C&(t), Af’>. 
Let pLH be the canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure of Hp. There exists a 
measurable subset To, m( To) = 0, such that {t(t): t E T/T,) is a family of 
q.m.f. which generates the o-algebra SI(L,) (mod p) (Remarks 2.4, 2.9), and 
for any {t ,,..., t,,> c r\T, and DEB(R”) 
P/,({AF: ((Mtl), AF>,..., (Mt,), AWED)) 
= PA (AF: (t(tl, W,..., t(t,, W) ED>, 
=cL((xEL~:(~(~~,x),...,~(~,,x))ED}). 
This implies that p is the a-extension of the canonical cylindrical Gaussian 
measure pH of H,. 
(f) The fact that each q.m.f. restricted to the space H, is a continuous 
linear functional will be proved separately for the cases (1) and (2). 
(1) Let L, be a separable Banach space and F an arbitrary q.m.f. By 
Corollary 1.8, F is a limit p a.e. of a sequence of continuous linear 
functionals f,, since the measure p is Gaussian then F is also the limit of 
{f,} in LAP). For each GE&~:, by (d), 
f&W =L(W = 1 f,(x) G(x) /-4dx) 
+ 
s 
F(x) G(x) p(h) = (AF, AG). 
Let F, be defined as follows: 
I 
lim f,(x) if it exists 
F,(x) = 
0 otherwise. 
Then F= F, ,U a.e. and the proof of Proposition 1.3 implies that F, is a 
q.m.f. The definition of F, implies that 
is a continuous linear functional on Hp. 
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(2) In the case when the canonical stochastic process { = {r(t): 
r E T} is stochastically continuous the corresponding reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space R(K) consists of continuous functions [ 1). For each q.m.f. F 
A,F= 
I 
t(*, x) F(x) p(h) E R(K). 
Then by the definition of A and properties of the approximate limit it 
follows that for each q.m.f. t(t) and for each q.m.f. F 
i.e., t(t) restricted to the subspace H, is a continuous linear functional. Let 
G be an arbitrary q.m.f. Since (L,),* = H,,(t) for some measurable subset 
T,, m(T,,) = 0 such that {t(t): t E T\T,} is a family of q.m.f. which 
generates the o-algebra 9?(&) (mod p), then there exists a sequence 
{Z a;<( t;)} of finite linear combinations of (r(t): t E TjT,} such that 
1 ay{(t;) --f G in L,(p) and ~1 a.e. (**) 
From the continuity of the inner product and (*) it follows that for any 
element AFE H, : 
1 al<(t;, AF) = (c a;t(t;), F) -+ (G, F). 
Let 
I 
lim 1 a;t(t;) if it exists
G,= 
0 otherwise. 
From the proof of Proposition 1.3, G, is a q.m.f. equal to G p a.e. such that 
G,(AF) = (G,, f’) = (AG,, AFL 
which proves that in each equivalence class G there exists a q.m.f., Gi such 
that GI, is a continuous linear functional on H,. 
Let us now prove that in cases (1) and (2) each continuous linear 
fu&tional on H, can be uniquely extended to a q.m.f. on L,. 
Let (AC, . ) be an arbitrary continuous linear functional on H,, and let 
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us assume that there exists a q.m.f. G, such that G, lH, = (AG, . > on H,. 
By the first part of the proof G,IH, = (/1G,, . ). This implies that 
(AG,-nG;)=O on H,. Therefore Iln(G-G,)(l = IIG-G,II =O, which 
proves that Gi = G. So we have proved that under the assumption (1) 
or (2) 
(L,),* E Hz = H, CG L, 
Let GE (Lb),*, then 
IIGIIZ,(,, =sup{l(G,F)l:F~(L~)~, llFll# 
=su~{I(~G,~F)I:/~FEH~, llAFll<l} 
= sup{ IG(M)I: LIFE H,,, IIAFII < l}. 
And this implies that G = 0 if and only if vanishes on H,. 
(g) The proof of this part of the theorem is analogous to the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [4]. Let 5 = (t(t): t E T} be as before and 7’, a measurable 
subset, m( T,) = 0, such that {r(t): t E Yj”\T,,} is a family of q.m.f. Let (E,} 
be a CONS in (LB):, then { /iEk} is a CONS in H,,. For each t E T\T, 
By the same arguments as in Theorem 2 of [4] we get that 
II 
r(x)- f (/IE,)E,(x) -+O as n-+0 pa.e. 
k=l Lb 
Since p(x) = x for each x, then 
II X- f: (AE,) Ek(x) II -0 as n -+ co p a.e. (***) k=l L# 
(h) If M is the closure of HP in L, the from (***) it follows that 
p(M) = 1. 
(i) If B is the unit ball of H, then f3B is a closed, compact subset of L,. 
Let {Mm} c B and AF, + f in L,. There exist a subsequence (n’ } and a 
measurable subset To, m(T,,) =O such that H,,(t) = (L,),* and 
I at, xl Fd(X) P(dX) +f(r) as n’+m 
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pointwise for each t E T\T,,. Since the unit ball n-‘B in (L,),* is a compact 
set in the weak topology, then there exist a subsequence {n”} and a q.m.f. 
F from n - ‘B such that for t E r\T, 
j 5(t, xl FAX) Adx) --t j 5(t, x) F(x) Adx). 
Therefore j ((t, x) F(x) I =f(t) for each t E T\T,, i.e., AF=f: This 
finishes the proof that B is a closed subset of L,. 
In a similar way we can prove that B is a compact subset of L,. Let 
{AFn> c B be an artbitrary sequence. By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem 
{F,,} contains a subsequence {F,.} which is weakly convergent to F from 
A-‘B, i.e., for each t E r\T,, where T1 is some measurable subset 
m(T,) =0, such that H,,,(r)= (L,),* 
Since 
IAF,Jt)l =I( j 5(-, x) f’,,(x) ddx), W.9 t) >I 
< IlAF,J K”‘(t, t) < K”*(t, t) 
and K”*(t, t) E L, then by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
AF,,, + AF in L,, which proves that B is a compact subset of L,. 




llfllLp~41fllk~ where k= 
if pal 
P if O<p<l. 
II-11 is a norm in H, and A a constant depending on the measure p. 
Proof Let us recall that each zement of H, is of the form AF for some 
FE (LB):, and IlAFll = IlFll. Let B be the unit ball of (L,),*. Then for each 
FEB 
IAF(t)l = j Qt, x) F(x) p(dx) < IlFll K1’2(t, t) GK1’2(t, t) 
for almost every t, which implies that 
Il4,~ IIK”2(tY N.,. (*) 
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Let L, = L,, 0 < p < co, and FE (Lg)z be an arbitrary q.m.f. different from 
zero. Then /iF/llAFII ED and by (*) 
Q llK1’*(f, ML,? 
which implies that 





P if O<p<l. 
3.8. Remark. In the case when (L,,&@(L,), ,u) is a separable Banach 
space with a mean-zero Gaussian measure ,u the space HP was obtained in 
[ 171 as a completion of the range of the operator S: (L,),* + L, (defined 
by the Bochner integral SF= lL4 xF(x) ,u(dx)) in the inner product 
(SF, SG) = <F, G&,) Therefore the space H,, is isometrically 
isomorphic with (L+)JT via the extension of S to (~5~):. Since AF= SF by 
part (d) of Theorem 3.6, (SF, SC) = (F, G).,(,, = (AF, AG), our 
approach coincides with the previous one. 
It seems to be interesting whether Theorem 3.6 is true in the case of an 
arbitrary e-finite measure space (T, Y, m); more precisely, we state the 
following. 
3.9. Conjecture. Let (L,, a(,&), p) be a separable Orlicz space with a 
mean-zero, non-degenerate Gaussian measure. Then p is the a-extension of 
the canonical cylindrical Gaussian measure pH and H, and 
As an application of Theorem 3.6 we can obtain the law of the iterated 
logarithm for Xi, X2 ... i.i.d. L, valued random elements with a common 
law p a mean-zero Gaussian measure on the Bore1 o-algebra g(L,). Let 
y, = (Xl + . . . + X,)/(2nlln)“2, n 2 3. The following can be shown by 
methods analogous to those of Le Page in [18]. 
3.10. THEOREM. If jl*llLI seminorm is p-homogeneous, 0 c p < 1, for 
L, valued random elements X,,, the sequence { y, : n 2 3) P a.e. tends in 
Lb-seminorm to the unit ball B of H,, and clusters at every point of B in the 
sense of L, seminorm. 
For L, spaces other than those mentioned above, the known exponential 
estimates [6] are too weak to prove the law of the iterated logarithm. 
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